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Commonwealth's
Attorney Ward
arrested on DUI
Had pled guilty
alter Feb. charge;
solved 8 days

I

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Commonwealth's Attorney
Mike Ward was arrested for a
second time in five months for
allegedly driving a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol.
According to Tpr. Dean
Patterson, public information
officer for KSP Post 1 in
Mayfield. Ward was arrested at
12:03 a.m. Saturday. about a
half hour after he was stopped
on Ky. 450 near Symsonia in
Graves County. and charged
with DUI. He spent 10 hours in
Graves County Jail and was
released on a $3,500 bond.
Noting his previous DUI
arrest in Benton in February.
Ward. in a faxed statement to the
Ledger dr Times, apologized to
constituents in Calloway and
Marshall counties, friends and
family, and asked for continued
support and prayer in his struggles with alcohol and his recent
diagnosis of an unspecified
form of cancer.
"This past week I was diagnosed with cancer We have
been developing a plan to fight
this disease," he said in a statement through Mayfield attorneys Dennis Null and Will
Kautz. "Unfortunately relapsing
into drinking alcohol was not
part of the plan. But it happened.
. 'I plan to deal with this DUI
The proper way, the cancer as
aggressively as I can, and continue my struggle against drinking alcohol."
According to the arrest citation from the Graves County
Circuit Court Clerk's office this

morning,
deputies from
the
Marshall
County
Sheriff's
Department
received a call
concerning a
possible DUI.
Marshall
County
Ward
deputies located Ward on Ky. 450 in Graves
County and advised Ward he
was driving in the left lane of
the roadway and nearly struck
another vehicle.
Upon arrival, KSP Tpt. Brad
Ramsey observed Ward standing by his Honda Accord,
"stumbling around, nearly
falling at times and appeared as
though he'd urinated on his
pants."
The citation stated that Ward
smelled of a strong odor of alcohol. When asked about alcohol
use, Ward stated he had drank
about nine beers prior to driving. A breathalizer alcohol test
measured .164. The citation also
stated that prior to sobriety testing, Ward guessed his blood
alcohol level would be a .150.
Blood and urine samples
were not requested.
Ward pleaded guilty to his
first DUI offense in March following his arrest the previous
month near the Serenity Shores
subdivision east of Benton. He
served an eight day jail sentence
and was fined $200. Afterward,
he began court-ordered substance abuse counseling for an
admitted alcohol addiction.
He was allowed to continue
the duties of chief prosecutor for
Calloway and Marshall counties
because DUI is classified as a
misdemeanor. However Circuit
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FRESH CUT: Farmers Market MurrayCalloway County was
thronged
by customers for the official
grand opening at
Murray-Calloway
County Fairgrounds
Saturday
morning,
Vendors, customers
arid market officials
took part in a special
ribbon-cutting ceremony later in the day
(above
photo).
Meanwhile customers
took advantage of
purchasing
some
farm fresh produce,
cut flowers. (at right)
and other items from
local farmers.

9 Americans killed in Afghan attack

See Page 2A

Bridge work forces
Butterworth closure
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans to close Ky.
299/Butterworth Road in Calloway County at mile point 2.23/
starting Tuesday for repairs on the West Fork Clarks River
BrAge.
The bridge is expected to remain closed to traffic through
July 24.
The planned closure on Ky. 299 is near the Stella community.
between Ky. 94 and Ky. 121.
The KYTC District One Bridge Crew plans to erect a bent
support and repair the bridge substracture. This bridge currently has a 3 ton maximum load limit which restricts it to passenger vehicle traffic only.
Motorists who regularly travel Ky. 299/Butterworth Road
should make advance alternate travel plans. The roadway will
remain open to local traffic only on each side of the closure to
July 24.
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By The Associated Press
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
-- More than 100 militants firing machine guns, rocket-propelled grenades and mortars
fought their way into a remote
base built last week, killing nine
American soldiers in the deadliest attack on U.S. forces in
Afghanistan in three years.
The assault was launched at
about 4:30 a.m. Sunday in the
village of Wanat in the mountainous northeatem province of
Kunar near the Pakistan border.
The attack came from multiple
sides, with insurgents firing
from homes and a mosque.
It was a "concerted attempt"
to overrun the small base that
was built only about three days
ago, said an official with
NATO's International Security
Assistance Force. The official
who spoke on condition of
anonymity because he wasn't
authorized to release the information.
The insurgent force was
described as being in the "low
three figures,- meaning low
hundreds, the official said.
An unknown number of militants got inside the outpost, the
reason the fighters were able to
inflict such high casualties, a
second military official, who
also spoke on condition of
anonymity, said.
After the breach, U.S. troops

AP
A U.S. Marine, from the 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit, patrol as an Afghan boy looks on in
the town of Garrnser in Helmand Province of Afghanistan, Sunday. Some 2,200 U.S. Marines,
who have been deployed since late April, moved into the town of Garmser to clean the area
of insurgents.
more
complex, killing 58 people in the deadliest
pushed back against the invad- becoming
ing militants, and attack heli- intense and better coordinated attack in the Afghan capital
copters swooped in. The second than a year ago. Monthly death since 2001_
official said more than 40 insur- tolls of U.S. and NATO troops
U.S. officials are considering
gents were killed in the fighting. in Afghanistan surpassed U.S. drawing down additional forces
Fifteen U.S. soldiers also were military deaths in Iraq in May from Iraq in coming months, in
and June. And last Monday, a part because of less violence in
wounded.
U.S. officials say militant suicide bomber attacked the
attacks in Afghanistan are Indian Embassy in Kabul,

III See Page 3A
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Anheuser-Busch sold for $52 billion

Photo provided

BIG CAT?: Anita Hartigan photographed this spotted feline
from approximately 150 yards away in the Keniana subdivision near Hamlin around 8 p.m. Sunday.

•Ward DUI
From Front
Court Judge Dennis Foust, who
also handles cases in Calloway
and Marshall counties, asked
Ward to resign his office. citing
3 -credibility gap- regarding the
duties of the office. Ward
declined.
According to his statement
Saturday. Ward said he has continued to perform the duties of

the commonwealth's attorney in
an "effective, committed manner" during the past several
months.
Ward, who served in the
office for 19 years before he
was defeated by former
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Gayle Cook in 2(1414), regained
the office during the May 2006
Pnmary election.

By CHRISTOPHER LEONARD
AP Business Writer
ST. LOUIS(API -- Anheuserbusk h. the
maker of Budweiser and Bud Light. has
agreed to a takeover by a giant Belgian
brewer, a union that creates a global beer
leader and brings to an end one of the most
iconic names in American business
The board of directors of AnheuserBusch Cos. Inc. on Sunday accepted a
sweetened $52 billion takeover offer from
Belgian brewer InBev SA. according to a
joint press release.
The deal, which is subject to shareholders' and regulators' approval, would create
the worlds largest brewer and create the
fourth-largest consumer product company
worldwide.
"This combination will create a stronger.
more competitive global company with an
unnvaled worldwide brand portfolio and
distribution network, with great potential for
growth all over the world," Carlos Brito,
CEO of InBev. said in the statement.
For InBev, the maker of Stella Artois and
Beck's, the deal gives an aggressive company an iconic beer brand -- Budweiser -- to
sell into emerging markets where it has
already established a firm footprint.
InBev is the world's second-largest beermaker behind SABMiller. Anheuser-Busch
is by far the largest brewer in the U.S. with
more than 48 percent of the market share.
Brito will be chief executive officer of
the combined company, which will be
named
Anheuser-Busch-InBev.
Shareholders will receive $70 a share, a $5
increase over the offer Anheuser-Busch
rejected in June.
It wasn't immediately clear how long
approval might take. Several Missouri
politicians have expressed concerns about

Townerier
Work continuing on South 12th
Street sink hole today, Tuesday
Staff Report
U.S. 641/South 12th Street remained restricted to otic lane this
morning due to the repair work on a collapsed manhole.
City of Murray utility crews worked through the weekend to
repair a collapsed manhole, but during the repair work another
break in pavement about 200 feet to the north of the original manhole collapse was found and a sinkhole was discovered in that site.
Workers planned to continue efforts to repair the second hole
today and Tuesday with the hope of completing all repairs at the site
by Tuesday afternoon.
The work zone is between the intersection of U.S. 641 with
Glendale Road and Sycamore Street. The northbound driving lane
is closed in an area near Vernon's Pawn Shop and Sirloin Stockade.
Motorists traveling U.S. 641 northbound in Murray north or
Glendale Road should be alert for slowing and merging traffic.
Motorists should also be alen for city utility crew,: working at the
site in close proximity to traffic flow.
About 13,000 vehicles travel this section of U.S. 641 in Murray
in an average day
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NOTICE
II Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p.m. on Tuesday in district
courtroom at the Calloway
County Judicial Center on
North Fourth Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is
approval of the treasurer's
2007-08 settlement and the
Calloway County Sheriffs
Department's 2007 tax settlement, an agreement with
the state concerning the
Waste
Amnesty
Tire
Program, consideration of
the purchase of county
earthquake insurance, board
appointments and a resolution accepting more county
roadways into the county
maintenance system.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Bush recalls former spokesman Snow
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush on Sunday fondly recalled Tony Snow. his former spokesman who died after a
spirited fight
against cancer.
"He had a
wonderful
of
sense
humor," Bush
told reporters
after returning
to the White
House from a
weekend at his
Camp David
Snow
retreat.
"lie
loved to laugh.
He loved his country. And he
loved his family."
Snow died of colon cancer
Saturday at age 53. He is survived by his wife. Jill, and their

PA hi ;

three children.
The president described
Snow as a smart, capable man
of good values. Bush said that
he and first lady Laura Bush
offered Snow's family his
prayers.
"I just hope they understand
that Tony was loved here in the
White House," Bush said with
his wife by his side.
Snow was the White House
press secretary from May 2006
until last September. He long
was a member of Washington's
power circles, and a familiar
face across the country, as a
conservative commentator and
an interviewer on TV and radio
for Fox News.
Snow also served in the first
Bush administration as speechwriting director and later as a

deputy assistant to the president
for media affairs.
Before he became press secretary, Snow had his colon
removed and had six months of
chemotherapy after being diagnosed with cancer. Then, in
2007, his cancer returned. He
had more surgery and returned
to work, remaining in good spirits while endunng chemotherapy.
Presidential counselor al
Gillespie said that Snow's jousting with reporters in the White
House briefing room was
always fun to watch. "I always
said that Tony Snow's briefings
coulif Fair not only on C-SPAN
but on pay-per-view," Gillespie
said On "Face the Nation" on
CBS.
were that entertaining. But informative."
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AP
In an Oct. 18, 2005, file photo Steve Barongi, left, and Jesse Rivera, employees of
Anheuser Busch, deliver cases of Budweiser to a New York restaurant Belgian
brewer InBev announced Monday. July 14, 2008, it will buy Anheuser-Busch for $52
billion.
the merger -- especially how it would affect against the merger, calling the initial $65 per
the approximate 6,000 people employed by share offer too low.
Anheuser-Busch in St Louis.
That prompted much squabbling
InBev said it plans to use St Louis as its between the companies over the past few
North American headquarters, and that it weeks. InBev filed a motion seeking the
will keep open all 12 of Anheuser-Busch's removal of all 13 Anheuser-Busch board
North Amencan brewenes.
members, Anheuser-Busch filed suit calling
InBev announced its intent to try and the InBev effort an "illegal scheme" that
purchase Anheuser-Busch on June 1 I. The threatened to defraud Anheuser-Busch
Anheuser-Busch hoard initially voted shareholders.
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Mrs. Clara Sherman Skinner
Mrs Clara Sherman Skinner. 83, Glendale Place, Murray, died
there Sunday. July 13, 2008, at 3 a.m
Her husband. Harley Skinner, and five sisters all preceded her in
death. Born Aug 9, 1924, she was the daughter of the late Horace
Sherman and Miranda Mizzen Sherman.
Survivors include two sons, Keith Skinner and wife. Sherry,
Kirksey, and Ken Skinner, Hilton Head, S.C., one daughter, Laura
Precin and husband, Paul, Chicago Ridge, Ill., five grandchildren.
Brad Skinner, Becky Can and husband, Kevin, John Hudson and
wife. Shelly. Tina Jones and husband. Chuck, and Mike Hudson arid
wife, Alicia.
Visitation will be from 6:30 to 7 p.m. at Glendale Place Tuesday
with a memotial service to follow at 7 p.m. Online condolences may
be made to www.imesmillercom
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice. Murray.
C'alloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St.. Murray. KY 42071.
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U.S. spells out Fannie-Freddie backstop plan

Mrs. FaneMs Knight
The funeral for Mrs Fanellis Knight Was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel l J H Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Brett Miles officiated
Burial was in the Elm Grove Cemetery
. Mrs Knight, 61. Ky. Hwy. 94 East, Murray, died Friday, July I I.
2008. at 2.45 a m at her borne. Her death followed an extended illness
A former hairdresser and homemaker, she was a member of
Fergerson Springs Baptist Church and
50syear member of the
Order of the Eastern Star She was born Nov 21, 1946 in Golden
Pond. Her father. Melburn Higgens, preceded her in death
Survivors include her husband. Bobby Knight. to whom she Was
married Feb. 21. 1994. in Marshall County, one son, Earl Birdsong
and wife. Lita. mother. Charlene Morgan, and one grandson, Caleb
Birdsong, all of Murray.
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WASHINGTON (AP)
Scrambling to bolster eroding
investor confidence, the Federal
Reserve and the Treasury
Department announced steps to
brace slumping mortgage giants
Fannie Mae and Freddie MeW
•y companies. shares have
plunged as losses from their
mortgage holdings threatened
their financial survival
The plan. unveiled Sunday. is
intended to signal the governmerit is prepared to take all necessary steps to prevent the credit market troubles that erupted
last year with losses from subprime mortgages from engulfing
financial markets
The Fed said it granted the
Federal Reserve Bank of New
York authority to lend to the two
companies "should such lending
prove necessary."
They would pay 2.25 percent
for any borrowed funds - the
same rate given to commercial
banks and big Wall Street firms.
The Fed said this should help
the companies' ability to "promote the availability of home
mortgage credit during a period
of stress in financial markets.Secretary Henry Paulson said
the Treasury is seeking expedited authority from Congress to
expand its current line of credit
to the two companies and make
an equity investment in the cornpanics - if needed
"Fannie Mae and Freddie

last week that there are more
foreign fighters, including alIraq and the need for additions! Qaida members, in Pakistan's
U.S. troops in Afghanistan. U.S. tribal areas, militants who cross
officials have said they need at the border and launch attacks
least three more brigades in against U.S. and Afghan troops.
Meanwhile, police said a
Afghanistan - or more than
roadside blast Sunday killed six
10,(Xa) troops.
LONDON (API -- Five men
NATO confirmed nine of its Afghan pnvate security guards accused of plotting to detonate
soldiers had been killed and 15 escorting a supply convoy for liquid
explosives on board transwounded. A Western official NATO-led troops in the south.
Atlantic
passenger jets have
Provincial
police
Chief
said the nine dead were
Americans, speaking on condi- Mohammad Hussein Andiwal pleaded guilty to lesser offenses
tion of anonymity because he said two other guards were but maintain they never intendwas not authorized to release the wounded in the attack in ed to destroy airliners, a jury
troops' nationalities. Four Gereshk district of Helmand was told this morning.
Prosecutors say the five,
Afghan soldiers also were province. Insurgents, regularly
attack NATO and U.S. military along
wounded, NATO said.
with three other defensupply
convoys
in
the
country.
The attack was the deadliest
dants. wanted to kill hundreds of
Elsewhere,
a
suicide
bomber
for U.S. troops in Afghanistan
passengers with bombs consince June 2005, when 16 on a motorcycle blew himself up cealed in soft drink bottles as
next
to
a
police
patrol
in
the
American troops were killed their flights crossed the Atlantic
also in Kunar province - when southern province of Uruzgan, Ocean or passed
over North
their helicopter was shot down killing 24 people. The bomb
attack on a police patrol at a American cities,
by a rocket-propelled grenade.
Prosecutors say they were
The latest assault came at a busy intersection of the Deh
time of rising violence in Rawood district killed five close to carrying out their plan
Afghanistan. Also on Sunday, a police officers and 19 civilians. when they were arrested in
suicide bomber targeting a wounding more than 30 others, August 2006 and that they had
police patrol killed 24 people, said Juma Gul Himat, Uruzgan's created "martyrdom" videos to
be shown after the suicideincluding 19 civilians. while police chief.
At least 40 militants were
U.S. coalition and Afghan solbombings were carried out
diers killed 40 militants else- killed following an attack on
The alleged plan's unraveling
U.S.-led
Afghan
and
coalition
a here in the south.
quickly led to tough new restricforces
in
Helrriand
the
province,
More than 2,300 people tions on the amount of liquids
mostly militants - have died in coalition said in a statement. and gels airline passengers
The
militants
attacked
the
cominsurgency-related violence this
could take in their carry-on lugyear, according to an Associated bined forces near Sangin On
Saturday from "multiple con- gage - restrictions which
Press tally of official figures.
cealed and fortified positions," remain in place.
Attacks in eastern Afghanistan
Three of the men - Abdulla
are up 40 percent this year com- the coalition said.
Thirty "enemy boats" and Ahmed All, 27. Assad Samar,
pared with last year.
several small bridges have been 28, and Tanvir Hussain. 27 Adm. Mike Mullen, chairdestroyed on the Helmand River admitted they planned to set off
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
during two days of fighting, it bombs,
just not aboard planes
warned during a visit to Kabul
said.
bound from London's Heathrow

IN& play a Central role in our
'There
a big dilference
housing finance system and between IndyMac and Fannie
must continue to do so in their and Freddie,- Dodd said
current form as shareholder. "IndyMac engaged in very bad
owned companies,- Paulson mortgages, luring people into
said Sunday -Their support for deals they could never afford
the housing market is particular. Thai's not the case with Fannie
ty important as we work through and Freddie Dodd said that
the current housing correction.while there may be more hank
The Treasury's plan also failures, "I'm more optimistic
seeks a "consultative role" for about Fannie and Freddie than I
the Fed in any new regulatory am about these banks"
framework eventually decided
The White House. in 3 stateby Congress for Fannie and mem, said President Bush
Freddie.
directed Paulson to "immediateThe Fed's role would he to ly work with Congress" to get
weigh in on setting capital the plan enacted It also said it
requirements for the companies. believed the steps outlined by
Sen. Christopher Dodd, Paulson "will help add stability
chairman of the Senate Banking dunng this period.Committee. on Monday called
Investors may not be as santhe
Bush
administration's guine, however, according to
actions Sunday "probably the Chris Johnson. an investment
right steps" and said he will manager and president of
summon Paulson. Fed Chairman Johnson Research Group in
Ben Bemanke and Securities Cleveland. Stocks of financial
and Exchange Commission institutions "are going to get
chairman Christopher Cox to a clobbered.- he predicted.
committee hearing to answer
"It is a situation where reguquestions.
lators and the government are
"What's important here as trying to play catch up. and that
well is to calm people's fears." means everything is not disDodd said in an interview on counted in the stock prices yet.CBS-The Early Show."
The Dow Jones industrials on
He also drew a distinction Friday briefly fell below 11.000
between last week's failure of for the first time in two years
lridyMac - which engaged in and Johnson said shares of
originating riskier mortgages investment banks and regional
than traditional community and banks could move even lower as
regional banks - and the two investors react to this weekend's
mortgage giants.
developments.

Fannie Mee and freddie k14t.
hold or back S5 3 trillion of
mortgage debt, about half the
outstanding mortgages in the
United States
The government denied it.
hut what has been seen by
investors as an implicit guarantee of support has allowed
Fannie and Freddie over the
years to borrow at rates only
slightly higher than the Treasury
and lower than what theCr
banking competitors had to pa
"This really blows away the
notion of an implicit guarantee...*
independent banking consultasit
Ben Ely said of the Treasury's
plan to ask Congress to allow it
to make equity investments in
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
"It suggests a greater concern
about how these companies are
doing It says the problems are
deeper. It gets to the solvency of
the companies. not just the
uidity."
A critical test of confidence
will come this morning, when
Freddie Mac is slated to auction
a combined S3 billion in three'and six-month securities.
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid. D-Nev., said
"Senate Democrats stand ready
to work with the administration
to quickly and effectively
address the situation currently
facing these institutions.-

Five plead guilty in plot to bomb airliners
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to North America, the jury was
told.
They and two other detendants -- Ibrahim Saaant, 27,
and Umar Islam. 30- have also
admitted to "conspiring to cause
a public nuisance" by publishing
videos threatening suicide bomb
attacks.
All and Saraar told the court
they were assembling the
weapons 45 part of a publicity
stunt to promote an anti-Western
documentary which would feature the videos. Ali said he
hoped a small, non-fatal, bombing -- at Bntain's Houses of
Parliament. at an oil refinery, or
at an airport - would jolt
Londoners and draw attention to
his movie.
-We did not want to kill or
injure anyone." Ali told
Woolwich Crown Court in
southeast London last month.
He added that he wanted to set
off something "that would be
considered serious and credible,
something to generate that mass
media attention."
Jurors still need to rule on
whether the eight defendants are
guilty of plotting to murder hundreds of people by using their
bombs aboard planes. Their trial
is drawing to a close. If convict-

Protect your home, business, and property with
a Custom Installed Burglar Alarm System.
Mal Company.Free Estimates.Prompt Service.
Monitoring Service is not required. but asailable.

MURRAY TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
trade

ed, the men face maximum sentences of life imprisonment.
Prosecutors say the men
planned to strike at the height of
the summer vacation season and
that they had gathered vast
quantities of hydrogen peroxide
for use as explosives. Although
they had rat yet been able to
create a viable bomb, prosecutors maintain the attacks were
not far off when the men were
arrested.
The defendants allegedly
identified seven flights from
Heathrow airport to Chicago,

SI()(

New York, San Francisco,
Washington. D.C.. Toronto and
Montreal. although prosecutors
say no specific date had been
selected.
They were rounded up io
raids at their homes in and
around London.
It was not immediately cleat
when the guilty pleas were
made, although the jury was
informed of them today.
Britain's Crown Prosecution
Service did not immediately
return a call seeking clarification.
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Regions Financial
+ .16
Seisetirtg•Piosigh
.21.58 + JO
Sears Holding Corp
• .41
Time Yisrner .........
+ .6'
US Bancorp
+ I
WeliPoint loc
45,49 + .62
................_86.91 + .42
Wat.Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753 3366 1 800•444•1854
1turs: 500 a.m..5:0C p.m. M-V
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Open a new checking account at Heritage Bank and get an Icecap' Rolling Cooler!
Free checking, over 60 ATMs, free online banking, free bill pay, electronic statements,
18 banking centers, and a free Icecap"' Rolling Cooler. NOW THAT IS A COOL IDEA.
Already an existing customer? Refer afriend and you both receive thefree gift!
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Alumni and Associates of
Calloway Schools to meet

.71nnuuncerneni

The Alumni & Associates of Calloway
Cotany Schools will meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. at Pagliai's. The agenda includes the
annual banquet, important dates for the
a
ye:: iatt:doiers.
nominations for the 2008-09 board
All members and interested persons art
Invited. For more information visit the
website at http://www.calloway.kl2ky.us.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Chandler
Eden Crouch
Jared Crouch and Kristen
Parks are the parents of a son,
Chandler Eden Crouch, born
on Wednesday, April 16, 2008,
at 10732 p.m.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
5 ounces and measured 20 3/4
inches.
Grandparents are Jackie
Crouch and the late Sherwin
Crouch a Murray, Jeff Parks
of Murray. and Lisa Hudson
of Hazel.

Photo provided

FLAG CEREMONY: Woodmen of World Lodge 170 of Kirksey conducted a Flag Retirement
ceremony at the ampitheater of Murray's Central Park as part of Freedom Fest As a part of
the ceremony. the lodge presented Ameincan flags to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, Murray Police Department, Murray Fire Department and Calloway County
Courthouse. Pictured are lodge members, along with represetatives from the Shenff. Police
and Fire Departments.

BBBS plans promotion
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray and
Calloway County will have a rebate night
Wednesday at the Big Apple Cafe. Customers :
are asked to tell the waitress or cashier you
are there for BBBS

Support group scheduled
Merryman House Domestic Cnsis Outreach Office for Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group on Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the Merryman House office in Murray. For more information call 7592373.

Senior Citizens plan event
South Marshall Senior Citizens will have a ham breakfast
on Tuesday from 6 to 90.m. at the center at Hardin.

Tiger Band Boosters to meet
Tiger Marching Band Freshmen and "Rookie" Parents will
meet at 6 tonight in the Murray High School band room and
then a general meeting of the Band Boosters will follow at 7
p.m.

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

Tiger Booster Club to meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5130
p.m at the school. All coaches, sports representatives, parents
and other interested persons are invited.

Murray FRYSC plans meeting
Murray FRYSC Advisory board will meet Wednesday at
noon in the west conference room at the Murray Board of
Education. All interested persons are invited.

•,

•

•

S.

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

CLUB MEETING: Pictured are members of the Potpourri Homemakers Club that made patnotic pins for the holiday at their last meeting which is on the first Thursday at 9 a.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. Pictured, from left, seated. Martha Robinson, Paula Clark,
standing, Kitty Davis, Dorothy Cook, Linda Passalacqua, Lois Wara, Ruth Daughaday, Sue
Williams and Carol Frashefski with Judith Little as photographer.

Meagan Rogers
Zach Baldwin
Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lanier
Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey
Whitney Delk
& Ryan Vonnahme
Gail Fridy
& Phil Gray
dr

•

Retirement Center

Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds
•

Christine Myers
& John Taylor

•

Kimberly Jeffries
& Adam Brown
Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Tara Evans
& Stacy Vincent
Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton

•

Elizabeth Canada
& Ben Brumley
Natalie Elkins
& Matt Thorn
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry

Vin43e Rose
.,„,.
ltrgicrrif

-•
•
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University Square
12th Street • Murray
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
S.

•

Hickory Woods

S.

••
Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy
•
Cherie Denise Moore
& Mark Fitch
•
Brooke Hicks
& O'Shea Hudspeth

•

Photo provided

••

Cleo Le
& Jonathan King

•

Farmers' Market now open

•.

•

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
What a great beach party we had tlus
week' Swimming pools. ss met pistols.
volleyball and more Maxine Houston.
Pete Neale and Margaret Owens were
deadly with their water pistols' I've
never seen grown people have so much
fun shooting each other with water pistols They played in the switninmg pools
weanng their huge sunglasses Atte, it
got too hot to be outside the party
moved to the dining room for a fun
game of volleyball In teams of eight.
they hit the hall everywhere. even off
each others heads! Of course, we topped
each event off with popsic les and pink
lemonade
July 4th we released balloons oath our
names on them We received a telephone
call from about :30 miles from here A
man from Portland. Tennessee found
one oi our balloons in his corn field it
was ‘'iva Ellis' thaxm She said that
was just another treat for her birthday
We appreciated Stephanie Duncan
coirung out from the Wellness Center to
exercise with us We received a really
good workout with het
Rosanne Railer and the Morgan family
came out on Thursday and put on a great
show for as They can play so many
instruments they can't even get all of
them in one vehicle' We are looking forward to them coining again real soon
We closed the week out with an
employee luncheon on Friday We
appreciate Paris Healthcare foe coming
out and giving us a refresher course in
basic lust aid The residents enjoyed the
opportunity to have "room service...,Vothing else looks orfeels like home
best we row close
84 Utterback Rd • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270) 754-8700 • 1488-231-5014

Real Estate Investment
Association plans meeting
Want to learn more about
real estate investing? A local
group of investors will be meeting this week to do just that.
The Western Kentucky Real
Estate Investment Association
will meet on Thursday at 7:30
p.m. on the third floor of the
Curris Center in the Barkley
Lecture room at Murray State
University
"We are a group of investors
focused on growing our real
estate investment businesses
through education, training, and
networking with other successful people." said Western Kentucky REIA President Greg Taylor.
Each month the group discusses a topic relevant to real
estate investing. This month the
Western Kentucky REIA will

Debbte Shapla - Owner /Stylist

Stylists.
I lanna Shapla

Terra Osborne • Brooke Darnell

715 South 12th • 753-1181

Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple, Murray. For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

North Council will meet,
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 in the school staff lounge. This is
open to the public.

Republicans to meet tonight
Murray/Calloway County Republicans will meet tonight at
7 at the Calloway County Public Library. All party members
are urged to attend.

Golf tryouts scheduled
Tryouts for Murray High School Boys and Girls Golf will
be Tuesday and Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon. For more
information call Justin Scott at 752-2868.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Janna
Bell and Sharon Furches of
Calloway County
recently
attended the 15th Annual -Partners for Agricultural Literacy"
Educator Conference,sponsored
by Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Over 150 teachers, grades
K-1 2, and other non-traditional educators participated in one
of six regional workshops

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

formerly of Essential Day
Spa, has joined the salon
staff at Debbie & Company.

Debbie & Co. is a full servicc
Aveda salon.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Bell and Furches attend
conference in Louisville

Brooke Darnell,

Brooke invites herfriends and clients
to callfor an appointment.

be discussing "Creative Real
Estate Financing" and will have
speakers showing how to get
the money to fund your next
real estate deal.
Formed in January, the Western Kentucky REIA is comprised of real estate investors
from throughout the Purchase
Area. "We currently
have
investors
from
Calloway.
Graves, Marshall, McCracken
and Trigg counties and even
have a couple of members from
Southern Illinois and as far
away as Louisville," said Taylor.
The meeting will be open
to the public and persons may
contact Taylor for more information at 2761-4289 or by email at wkreia@gmail.com.

Farmers' Market will be open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Calloway County Fair Grounds.
Ky. 121 North. Featured will be a large variety of products
from locally grown and harvested.

offered throughout the state.
A wide variety of sessions
was offered to introduce new
ideas for classroom instruction
about agriculture.
Session topics included: Project Food, Land and People.
"Kentucky Proud" and the
KAEC Mobile Science Activity Center.

IF YOU NAVEAN
EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL
US AT
153-1916

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Mason's Chapel plans VBS
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its Vacation Bible School on the theme, "Super Speedway" from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday and again on July
22 and 23. Games, crafts, music and more for ages 3 and up
will be featured. For more information contact Kim Myatt at
492-8878.

Main Street directors to meet
Murray Main Street Board of Directors and Ex-Officio members will meet Tuesday at 8 a.m. in the Robert 0. Miller conference center.

Sports physicals given
Annual sports physicals for all middle and high school athletes who attend either Muiray Independent or Calloway County Schools will be given on Saturdays. July 19 and 26 from
8 a.m, to noon at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All
student athletes must have a physical consent form signed by
a parent or guardian. For information call Melissa Ross at
762-1832.

ATTENTION MEDTRONIC
DEFIBRILLATOR PATIENTS!!
Medtronic Corp. has recalled several models of their Sprint
Fidelisit Defibrillator Leads from the market!! Fractures in the
leads can cause the device to deliver unnecessary shocks or
not operate at all leading to major complications or death.
If you, or someone you know, have this device, please contact
Lewis & Roberts. 37(X) Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh, NC at (1018)
981-0939 for a free consultation. You may be entitled to
compensation.

Read the
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LBL photo contest planned
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Friends Lit LBL, formerly
known as The Land Between
The
Lakes
Association,
announces the 2008 Land
Between The Lakes Photo competition.
All photographs must have
been taken in or of the Land
Between the Lakes and will
be judged in the following six
categories:
II Mammals - Portraits and
Behavior
• Birds - Portraits and
Behavior
•Small world - Tight close
Up and Macro

II Connecting People and
Nature - People enjoying the
LBL
•Habitat - Laiitiscapes and
plant life from wild areas
III Real Estate Investment
Association plans meeting
Digitally Enhanced - Double exposures, digitally stitched
photos. Only JPG files smaller than 2 MB will be accepted.
The entry fee is $20 and
$15 for members of "Friends
of LBL",
To enter participants may
submit and verify receipt of

entries by going to www Iblphotocontest.org.
Entrants may submit a maximum of three photos per category. An image may be entered
in only one category. Entries
must uploaded no earlier than
July IS, 2008, and not later
than 5 p.m. Sept. IS. 2008.
Prizes will be as follows:
Grand Prize $500, First place,
all categories, $300, Second
place, all categories, $150;
Third place. all categones. $50.
Prizes will be awarded during the "Friends of LBL" 25th
year celebration to be held Oct.
25.

for Calviolence
the Mercall 759-

Photo provided

Pictured are Calloway County homemaker club members and others who attended the state
convention were, from left, Katie Keith, intern with the University of Kentucky, Judi Little, Ruth
Daughday, Connne Foster, Terry Little, Connie Talent, seated, Dorothy Cook, Linda
Passalacqua, Kitty Davis. and kneeling, La Dawn Hale, Calloway County Extension Agent for
Family & Consumer Sciences.

breakfast

Homemakers attend state meeting
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FLAG PRESENTATION: Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 Kirksey presented an American
flag to the Robert 0. Miller Annex in Munay for the Freedom Fest weekend. Accepting the flag
are Deana Wright, Murray Main Stroet, and Linday Geib, Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau.

'Home from Washington, D.C.(1914)'
featured at Adsmore in Princeton
PRINCETON.
Ky.
—
Through Aug. 17, Adsmore
presents "Home from Washington, D.C. (1914)," a- continuation of John and Selina
Smith Osbome's story,
'Visitors to Adsmore have
been entertained by stories of
John and Selina's engagement
while on a Grand Tour and
have seen the preparations for
their 1907 wedding held in the
home's parlour. Now we tell
about their exciting years in
Washington. D.C., while John
served as Undersecretary of
State in the Woodrow Wilson
Administration.' said Ardell Jarran. curator. "We moved from
the Golden Age into the Progressive Era and are on the brink
of a world war. This was a
time of great change, and members of the Smith-Garrett family were active participants in
major events of the era."

White House invitations and
mementos, new clothing styles
and pictures from the Osbomes'
travels while John was Undersecretary of State bring this
tour alive. Come and enjoy
traveling back in time to the
opening of the Panama Canal,
the marnages of President and
Mrs. Wilson's daughters and
Selina collecting her husband
from work in their Detroit Electric.
Adsmore, the Smith-Garrett
home, is furnished with the family's collection of antique furniture, china, crystal, silver,
clothing and personal accessones. The museum and Carriage Shop are located at 304
N. Jefferson Street. Hours are
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday and Sunday
1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. Also on
the grounds is the log Ratliff
Gun Shop where the story of

Princeton's first gunsmith is
told. Call 270-365-3114 or visit
our
website
at
www.adsmore.org for additional information and special group
rates.

More than 585 Kentucky
Extension Homemaker Association members from across the
state gathered in Louisville for
the organization's 75th state
meeting May 12-15. With the
theme of "Hats Off to Homemakers," the program celebrated KEHA's strong 75-year history committed to leading.
learning, and serving.
Workshops, training sessions, and learning sessions conducted during the state meeting provided the opportunity
for attendees to gain new knowledge. These sessions were conducted by homemaker members.
University of Kentucky faculty, Extension professionals, and
partnership groups.
Topics covered ranged from
induction cooking to protecting nursing home residents from
abuse to quilt making and history. Training sessions empowered homemaker members to
serve in leadership roles at the
club, county, area, and state
level.

KEHA recognized members.
clubs, and counties for their contnbutions to a variety of projects, including the Ovarian Cancer Research Program and Pennies for Friendship. This year,
KEHA presented Dr. Edward
Pavlik with the UK Ovarian
Cancer Research Program with
a check for $70,235.18, the
largest annual donation since the
project began in 1977.
Members dedicated to volunteer service were honored
for giving of their time. Individual homemaker members
reported more than 520,000
volunteer service hours this
year, with the value of that
service totaling approximately
$8.3 million.
KEHA demonstrated their
commitment to higher education by awarding a total of
$.4,000 in scholarship funds to
one homemaker member currently pursuing a college degree
and four high school seniors
who will be entering - college
in the fall. Awards were also

presented for a sanely of educational programs and contests.
Calloway County Homemakers received third place in the
Community Volunteerism category. The award was for the
LEAP (Literacy, Eating, Activity for Preschoolers) program
that was taught in the Murray
Head Start Preschools last
school year. Calloway also
received a certificate for form-,
ing one new club last year,
doubling donations to Pennies
for Friendship, and 100 percent member contribution to"
Ovarian Cancer Research.
".
Anyone who is interested ..
in joining Homemakers can call
753-1452 for more information. The Homemaker year,
begins in the summer and dues
are just $6 for the year.
Educational programs of the::
Cooperative Extension Service::
serve all people regardless of:
:
rarae.„,4 color, age, sex. religion.::
disability or national origin.

OGY
rray-Calloway County Hospital
like to welcome Dr. Chris King
e newest member of our medical
staff
Or King received his undergraduate
degree from Austin College in Sherman.

Ladiesof theOaks

Texatf, before completing his medical

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play a scramble golf on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Betty Hassell and Laura Parker will be hostesses. Pairings
will be made at the tee and you do not have to sign up for
play.
Janet Kirk, hostess, canceled golf on July
because of
inclement weather.
Individual play will be Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. It is not
necessary to sign up as pairings will be made at the tee.
Members are asked to mark their calendars to send in their
entry forms to play in the Oaks Ladies Betty Shepard TwoPerson Scramble Golf Tournament on Wednesday. Aug. 6.

degree and residency program at Baylor
College of Medicine
Dr. Chris King and his wife. Jenn,

along

with their daughter Chloe have

recently relocated to Murray
Murray Hospital is excited to welcome

Dr. Chris King and his family to our
m unity.

:io memtIer con

hod l athay Coun26 from :
pital. All :
igned by Ross at
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE ô RESIDENCY'
KANTOR COLLEGE Of MEDICINE - HOUSTON. TEXAS

Photo provided

GOLF WINNER: Cyndi Cohoon, right, was the

winner of the
Lamb Memorial Silver Chalise Cup for 2008 as a first flighter
at the golf tournament at Murray Country Club. The cup was
given to the Murray Lady Golfers in memory of the Lamb sisters by A.W. Simmons Jr. and is given each year to a different flight winner. Presenting the cup is Peggy Shoemaker,
tournament co-chair.

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
=
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

OFFICE HOURS
SAM

5PIA MONDAY - FRIDAY

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
300 S. 8TH STREET
SUITE 480 WEST
MURRAY. KY 42071
270) 753-0704
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Dr Yancey L .aduns. professor in the department of ekmentary and secondary education
at Murray State University, was
recently presented with a 1998
Special Service Award by the International Reading Association IRA.
Births reported include a girl
to Elizabeth and Darwin Sins,
July 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Twyman Edwards
who will be married for 70 years
on Aug. 18 were honored recently at a reception at their home
in Murray.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of District Judge Leslie Furches administered the oath of office to members of the board of regents of
Murray State University at the Cur
Os Center. They were Virginia
Strohecker of Horse Cave, reappointed, Kerry Harvey of Benton. Tommy Sanders of Murray
and Dean Akndge of Fredonia.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Dr Ron Mitchell is speaker
at the revival in progress at Elm
Grove Baptist Church. Don Smith
is music director and David Brasho!
er is church pastor.
Births reported include a boy
to Mark F arid Melanie Paulsen,
June 12
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Kathy
Jo Stubblefield with "GoIdle," a
cow of the Stubblefield Jersey
Farm Herd, which won the grand
championship jersey award at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E.
Humphrey and Mr. and Mrs. Arlie
Scott, all of Murray, were among
the more than 15.000 persons
attending the 63rd national Kiwanis International Convention at
Miami Beach. Fla.
Emily Wolfson. local artist,
has a display of art works now
on exhibit at the Murray Art
Guild.

40 years ago
Calloway County has been designated by Secretary of Agnculture Orville L. Freeman. as a
"disaster county" due to the
drought conditions Farmers are
asked to contact the ASCS office
to apply for funds, according to
011ie Hall, chairman of the local
County ASC Committee.
Army Pfc. John E. Outland
Jr. has completed a micros..as e
radio equipment repairman course
at Army Signal School. Ft. Monmouth, N.J.
Bro. Elvis Hubbard is the
speaker at the gospel meeting
now in progress at New Providence Church of Christ.
50 years ago
The officers of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America attended the Leadership meeting held
July 7-11 at Hardinsburg. They
were Charles 1 utt. Preston Harrell. Charles Byers, Wayne Ezell,
Jimmy Thompson, Walter Steely
and Ralph Oliver with Leroy
Eldridge, advisor.
Mary Erwin. Wylene Jones and
Nancy Ryan, students at Murray
High School, attended the ninth
annual Arkansas State Twirling
Clinic at Jonesboro. Ark.
Showing at Murray Drive-In
Theatre is "God's Little Acre"
starnng Robert Ryan, Aldo Ray
and Tina Louise.
60 years ago
Murray State College has been
notified that the college may have
acquired ownership and control
of the temporary veterans' housing units on the MSC campus without any monetary conditions.
Elected as officers of the Skating Club of Murray were Robert
Powers, president. Peter B. Hitzer
Jr., vice president, and Sam Finch.
secretary-treasurer. The group
skates at the Murray Skating Rink.
Dees Bank of Hazel has listed assets of S649,896.51 at the
close of business on June 30.
1948, according to the published
report.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Finality of pet's death is
hard idea for niece to grasp
DEAR ABBY: I recently lost
my loyal companion of 12
years, my dog Buddy. His
death has been difficult for
me. although with each passing day the hurt eases a little.
My
3year -old
niece,
"Tamara,"
adored
Buddy. Her
first words
during any
conversation
usually
were,
"Where's
Buddy?" or,
By Abigail
'How
is
Van Buren
Buddy?"
Tamara lives in another state,
so she was able to see him
only during visits to my home.
I asked my sister to explain
that Buddy had died and gone
to heaven, hoping Tamara
would understand why Buddy
is no longer here with me.
Sadly, she didn't do as I asked.
The last time we talked Tamara said, "Maybe he'll be back
from heaven when we come
see you.
They're coming next month,
and when they do I know I'll
have to deal with Buddy's loss
all over again. What's the best
way to handle this with the
least amount of hurt for all
concerned? When her fish died,
they flushed it down the toilet, and Tamara still thinks it
will come swimming back one
day. -- "AUNT LALA" IN
RHODE ISLAND
DEAR
AUNT
LALA:
Please accept my sympathy for
the loss of your beloved Buddy.
The way to handle this is.

Dear Abby

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 14, the
196th day of 2008. There are 170
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 14, 1789, during the
French Revolution, citizens of Pans
stormed the Bastille prison and
released the seven pnsoners inside.
On this date.
In 1798. Congress passed the
Sedition Act, making it a federal
crime to publish false, scandalous
or malicious writing about the United States government.
In 1853, Commodore Matthew
Perry relayed to Japanese officials
a letter from President Fillmore,
requesting trade relations. (Fillmore's term of office had already
expired by the time the letter was
delivered.)
In 1858, British suffragist
Emmeline Pankhurst was born in
Manchester. England_
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land said a tear-filled farewell to
Richard. Mark and Jason Quinn.
three young brothers burned to
death in a sectarian attack in Ballymoney that came as they slept.
Five years ago: Iraq's new governing council, in. its first full day
on the job, voted to send a delegation to the U.N. Secunty Council and iii.sert. its right to represent Bd on the world stage.
Presideni Bush, facing questions
about his credibility, said the United States was working overtime
to prove Saddam Hussein was
developing weapons of mass
destruction before the United States
invaded Iraq.
One year ago: North Korea
told the United States it had shut
down its nuclear reactor, hours after
a ship cruised into port loaded
with oil promised in return for
the country's pledge to disarm.
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In 1881, outlaw William H.
Bonney Jr., alias -Billy the Kid,"
was shot and killed by Sheriff
Pat Garrett in Fort Sumner. N.M.
In 1908, the short film "The
Adventures of Dottie," the first
movie directed by D.W. Griffith.
opened in New York.
In 193. Gerald Rudolph Ford
Jr., the 38th inesident of the United States, was.born Leslie Lynch
King Jr in Omaha, Neb.
In 1933. all German political
parties, except the Nazi Party.
were outlawed.
In 1966, eight student nurses
were murdered by Richard Speck
in a Chicago dormitory.
In 1978, Soviet dissident Natan
Sharansky was convicted of treasonous espionage and anti-Soviet
agitation, and sentenced to 13
years at hard labor. iSharansky
was released in 1986.
Ten years ago: Northern Ire-
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Nurse practitioner a
viable health care option

when your niece arnves and
asks where Buddy is, tell her
again that he died. And when
she asks when he's coming
back, tell her that when creatures die, they do not come
back. It's the truth, and it may
stop her from continually
checking the toilet.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Can you give
me a lighthearted, polite
response when someone says,
"Shame on you!" for not doing
something he thinks everyone
should be doing -- like watching "Star Wars' movies and
inconsequential things like that?
My husband has a colleague
who says this constantly. We
find it rude, but don't want to
match his rudeness with our
own. -- STUMPED IN ST.
CLOUD, MINN.
DEAR STUMPED: You
husband's colleague is not being
rude. He's being asinine -- and
for you and your husband to
buy into it is a waste of your
time and emotion.
The next time he says,
'Shame on you' for something
so trivial, just laugh and agree
with him. 'Yes, ha-ha. It's
shameful." Then change the
subject. No one has the right
to dictate how you should
spend your time, so take it
with a grain of salt.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I read an
article in our local paper a
while ago that said good
employees who leave a company usually do so because of
their boss.
With that in mind, I would
like to bring closure to my
recent resignation with the following open letter to my former boss:
'Thanks for asking me to
stay on, but I respectfully
decline. I will be self-employed
from now on. However, if in
the future I ever feel the need
to be publicly humiliated, blindsided, ostracized and called a
spy, be distrusted and disciplined by superiors for no good
reason, fight for wages that
rightfully mine, stabbed in
the back by fellow employees, used as a pawn in executive rivalries, or (especially)
chewed out when you're having a bad day, I'll get back to
you!' --MOVING ON IN NEW
MEXICO

DEAR DR. 4OTT: I have
a question 1 believe many people, especially women, have. I
was scheduled for my yearly physical by my physician recently,
but, when I arnved at his office,
the receptionist told me he was
way behind
on
his
appointments
and that I
would be seeing his nurse
practitioner.
I
went
into
her
office, where
she did the
Dr. Gott
physical.
read my lab
By
reports and
Dr. Peter Gott made a few
suggestions
regarding my health. I liked her
very much. She seemed thorough and took time with me. I
never saw the doctor.
I would choose to continue
with the nurse practitioner as my
regular health care person but
don't know if this is appropriate and would like your opinion. I want to know how educated these individuals are and
if they are qualified to diagnose
and prescribe medications and
remedies.
DEAR READER: A nurse
practitioner (NP. APN or APRN )
is a registered nurse (RN) who
has completed advanced education and training in specialty
areas (often family practice, pediatrics or obstetrics/gynecology as
midwives) and diagnosis and management of most common (including chronic) disorders. She has
at minimum a bachelor's degree
in nursing (BS or BSN). but
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most professionals, employers and
some states require a master's
degree (MS or MSN) and board
certification in the chosen specialty. Nurse practitioners can
also be accredited through a
national board exam similar to
some doctors. This changes the
letters after their names according to the specialty, such as
CPNP for Certified Pediatric
Nurse Practitioner or CFNP for
Certified Family Nurse Practitioner.
Nurse practitioners must follow the regulations of the Nurse
Practice Act for the state in
which they work They can be
licensed in all 50 states and have
the ability to dispense most medications Some states require a
physician to co-sign the prescnption as an eatra safety precaution.
Most of what doctors can do,
nurse practitioners can do. They
can diagnose, treat and monitor
most illnesses, injuries, infections and chronic diseases (hypertension, diabetes, high cholesterol and more). NPs can also
take medical histones; perform
physicals; order, interpret and
report lab results. X-rays and
EKGs, and much more. They
can even work without the aid
of a physician; however, most
work in conjunction with one or
have an affiliation. Nurse practitioners can also serve as pnmary health care providers.
1 urge anyone interested in
learning more about nurse practitioners to visit the American
Academy of Nurse Practitioners'
Web site at www.aanp.org or the
American College of Nurse Practitioners' Web site at www.acnpweb.org.

CentractBridge
Famous Hand
West dealer.
(West) as though normal defense
Both sides vulnerable.
would beat the contract, so she led
NORTH
the two of clubs!
•A 9 8 2
This
I lead had an electnc
VAKJ4
effect Long won the trick with the
11.1 5
ten, much to her surprise, and, alter
•7 64
recovering from the shock. she
WEST
EAST
cashed the A-K of diamonds
•I 7 3
•10
On the two high diamonds
•10 9 8 5
32
Woods discarded first the three and
•--a
•AK 10 76 42 4.
ther_ 21,Lor.ste
-of hearts, signaling a
•AKQI8532.10
-- •
Long rcturaed •'aeart.
r
SOUTH
'wh'
ruffed, and the contract
'
'IQ 76
rheirs was the only table at
•Q 9 8 3
which the East-West cards produced
+9
a plus score, so they received a top
The bidding:
score for their efforts. Not all the
West
North East
South
North-South pairs at the other tables
1+
Dble
3•
4•
reached game in spades, but whether
Opening lead
two of clubs.
they did or not, they invariably made
There is a lot of luck in bridge —
10 tricks, since with any lead but a
even III duplicate bridge -- but there low club, South could not lose more
is also a lot of skill.
than three tricks_ The unfortunate
This band was played at the
North-South pair that encountered
National Women's Pair champi- Long-Woods did nothing really
onship in 1961. The event was won wrong during the bidding or play,
by Mrs. All. Woods and May Belle and yet wound up with a terrible
Long of Texas. The deal played an result.
important part in their winning the
Full credit is due East-West for
championship.
finding the only line of defense that
The bidding was brisk, and South could beat the contract, even though
quickly became declarer at four they had to do it at the expense of a.
spades. It didn't look to Woods couple of innocent sictims.

DEAR MOVING ON: I'm
printing your letter. I hope that
seeing it in print will be cathartic. I wish you good luck in
your new career, where someday you may be a boss yourself. And if you are. I'm sure
you will create a healthier office
environment than the one you
left.

Tomorrow: Covering every possibility.
, axesing ia..asoaa.aia:

•••
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Miles'5 RBI lead Cards past Pirates

GENE J PUSICAR
AP

Aaron Miles, top.
attempts to score
from third on a fly
ball to right field
by Rick Anklel in
seventh
the
inning
of
Sunday's game at
Pittsburgh.
Pirates catcher
Ryan
Doumit
made the tag for
the out to end the
inning, but Miles'
5 RBI led the
Cardinals to victory

REDBIRDS HEAD 10 ALL-MAR BREAK 4.5 GAMES BEHIND CUBS
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH(API — The
St. Louis Cardinals rediscovered their offense, and a
worked-over Pittsburgh Pirates
pitching staff will have trouble forgetting this weekend.
Aaron Miles drove in five
runs with a home run and a
triple and the Cardinals held
off a Pittsburgh comeback this
time, beating the Pirates 116 Sunday.
Miles got three hits and is
batting .335 (64-for-I91) in
46 games as a starter. His three-

run homer off Ian Snell in
the fourth inning — only his
second of the season — came
on an inside pitch that was
nearly shoulder-high and put
St. Louis up 4-1.
After Pittsburgh rallied for
the second day in a row and
took a 6-5 lead on Chris
Gomez's two-run double in
the sixth. Miles finished St.
Louis' four-run, go-ahead seventh with a two-run triple.
Ryan Ludwick added his
21st homer, a solo shot in
the eighth that was his third
in as many games. Troy Glaus

completed a 10-for-13 weekend with a home run, one of
the Cardinals' 15 hits.
"It's called hot," manager
Tony La Russa said. "We
knew he could get hot, but
that was scalding."
Franquelis Osoria (3-3),
brought in to protect the
Pirates' one-run lead in the seventh, allowed five of the six
batters he faced to reach base.
Osoria hit Albert Pujols with
a pitch after Ludwick singled.
Glaus doubled in a run and
Chris Duncan had an RBI single that put St. Louis up 7-

6
"It was a good weekend
for us, we put a lot of hits
together and scored a lot of
runs," Glaus said. "From the
offense's perspective, it was
a pretty good series."
From the Pirates' pitching
perspective, it was terrible.
The Cardinals scored 28
runs and had 50 hits while
winning two of three in the
series — after being held to
two runs or fewer in six of
their previous seven. They
•See CARDINALS, 28

PGA GOLF

MLB ALL-STAR GAME

Surging
Perry clings
to victory
in Deere

7 P.M. TUESDAY
YANKEE STADIUM
TV: FOX

AT 47, KENTUCKIAN
ENJOYING BEST
STRETCH OF CAREER
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KATHY V/ILLENS AP

Che-Hsuan Lin, of Taiwan, of the World Team hits a two-run home run in the seventh inning of the All-Star Futures game at Yankee Stadium in New
York on Sunday. The 85-year old stadium in the Bronx will host its final All-Star game Tuesday.

Championship venue
YANKEE STADIUM STEALS SPOTLIGHT FROM ALL STARS IN MIDSUMMER CLASSIC
By RONALD BLUM
and the team is headed to its fourth
AP Baseball Writer
straight 4 million-plus season at the
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball is box office, the stadium was at best
saying goodbye to Yankee Stadium half-filled for Sunday's All-Star
during the All-Star break, a time Futures game, which had an announced
when the sport's best gather and fans attendance of 48,383. Season ticketfocus on one ballpark. New York holders had to buy seats for Sunday
general manager Brian Cashman hopes as part of strips that included Monit isn't a final farewell.
day's home run derby and Tuesday
"Certainly we're hopeful that we night's All-Star game, the commiscan get our act together," he said, sioner's office said.
"and extend it into October."
Tuesday's game is the highest
As the scoreboard in center field priced in baseball history, with lowerpoints out, just 32 regular-season deck seats costing $5253725 and
games remain at Yankee Stadium, the bleacher tickets going for $150. In
85-year-old monument to baseball New York's Wall Street-driven econhistory. There have been 106 World omy, the home run derby sold for
Series games played at the big ball- $1003650 and the Futures Game for
yard in the Bronx — mole than one- $50-$225.
third of the American League's home
And that's the list price.
total of 300.
On StubHub.com, tickets for Tues"I've had a lot of great memories day's game were on sale for up to
here and a lot of sad memories," $6,390 each. That's cheap next to
said Hall of Famer George Brett. the regular-season finale against Balwho hit three homers during a 1980 timore on Sept. 21 — the asking
playoff game at Yankee Stadium but price on StubHub is as much as
is best remembered for the 1983 Pine $65,000. Per seat.
Tar Game, when his go-ahead, ninth"It is a museum. It's a baseball
inning homer was disallowed by museum." said NL manager Clint
umpires, then reinstated by the AL Hurdle, who listed Yankee Stadium
president.
alongside Boston's Fenway Park and
While 13 of the Yankees' last 14 Chicago's Wrigley Field. "They're
regular-season games are sold out dripping with the historic ambiance

of the game — the individuals that
have played the game, the world
(championships) that have been won
there, the monuments in the outfield.
I mean, the pope.
"Correct me if I'm wrong, didn't
he speak at Yankee Stadium? It is a
venue that hoids its own amongst all
venues."
Davey Johnson, manager of the U.S.
squad that lost 3-0 to a World team
in the Futures Game, remembered
when he played at Yankee Stadium
in the 1960s for the Baltimore Orioles against Mickey Mantle and Roger
Mans.
"I hate to see it go," Johnson
said. "I didn't think Yankee Stadium
would ever change."
So what was his fondest memo-

and three jerseys. When the major
leaguers walk into the clubhouses
Monday, each will have 14 dozen
baseballs to sign.
Yankees owner George Steinbrenner is expected at the All-Star game.
The 78-year-old owner's health has
declined in recent years, and he hasn't attended a game at the ballpark
since opening day.
Yankee Stadium hosted the AllStars in 1939, 1960 and 1977 — the
latter on a day when it was 102
degrees.
The '77 game was played I 1/2
years after the stadium reopened following a reconstruction that cost $167
million.
The new Yankee Stadium. which
will be 63 percent larger, is rising
across the street at a cost of at least
7?
"It wasn't that Jeffrey Maier game," $1.3 billion. It will feature a Hard
he shot back quickly, remembering Rock Cafe, a Martini Bar and reguback to when he managed the Ori- lar-season seats that cost up to $2,500
oles in the 1996 AL championship a game. But it won't be the same.
series and a 12-year-old fan leaned
"Being at the final All-Star game
over the right-field wall, above right at Yankee Stadium is going to be
fielder Tony Tarasco, and deflected very special," said Cleveland pitcha fly ball that wound up as a home er Cliff Lee, the expected AL starter.
run for Derek Jeter.
"Everyone knows the heritage there.
Futures players had to sign three and to be pan of it is something
dozen baseballs, two home plates, I'm really looking to experience. It
two pitching rubbers (pitchers only) is going to be a crazy time."

By ANDREW SELIGMAN
AP Sports Wnter
SILVIS. Ill. (AP) — Kenny
Perry was signing autographs when
he heard his cue. The crowd
roared and his luck took another
turn for the better, just as it
appeared to be running out.
Brad Adamonis had just missed
the potential winning putt, meaning Perry had another shot after
nearly blowing the John Deere
Classic on Sunday.
This time, he took advantage.
Perry beat Adamonis and Jay
Wiliikunson in a one-hole playoft
and escaped with his third victory in five starts after bogeying
the 18th hole Sunday. At 47. he's
enjoying the best stretch of his
career.
"I think it's genetics with me,"
Perry said. "I am just a big guy,
just been blessed with the ability to hit the ball far my whole
life."
Perry had a one-stroke lead at
I7-under through 17 only to lose
it thanks to some poor shots from
the fringe on the final hole of
regulation. He and Williamson
were off the course when Adamonis. the PGA Tour's oldest
rookie at 3.5. missed an 18-foot
putt for birdie that would have
won it in regulation and given
him his first victory.
The ball stopped 3 feet short
and Adamonis was at 16-under
268 with the others. Perry, who
was signing autographs, said he
didn't see the shot. He just heard
the roar and knew he had to get
back on the course.
While
Adamonis
and
Williamson both hit approach shots
into the pond on No. 18. Perry
tapped in from 16 inches for par
and the victory after his 24-footer stopped just short,
He picked the ball out of the
cup and raised both arms, an earto-ear grin crossing his face.
He has reason to smile.
He collected $756,(XX) with his
12th victory and he's winning at
an age when players are getting
ready for the senior tour. Will he
still be playing on the tour full
time after he turns 50?
"I don't know," Perry said. "I
guess we will pick and choose a
little bit when I turn 50 here in
a couple of years. If I am still
hitting the ball like I am and still
putting like I am, I don't see
why I can't be competitive out
here."
Perry (1-under 70), Adamonis
in See PERRY, 28

John Deere Classic
At 7PC Deere Fiun
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NM'$4 2 mtilion
Yardage 7,268. Psu 71
(F0dExCup points in parentheses
s-Kenny Perry (4500)
Brad Adlarnorns (2200)
Jay Willimmeon (2200)
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NASCAR

Sabathia
homers for
Brew Crew

-SiCORE ESO4

Busch gets lucky seven
WIN AT CHICAGOI.AND MAY BE MOST IMPRESSIVE OF SEASON
By RICK GANO

By The Associated Press
CC Sabathia gave the Brewers everything they could have
hoped for in his first week as
their new ace. The hitting was
a bonus.
Sabathia homered in his second start for Milwaukee, a 32 victory over the Cincinnati
Reds on Sunday.
Pinch-hitter Craig Counsel!
hit a game-winning sacrifice
fly:iri the ninth to help make
Sabathia a winner in his first
National League complete
game.
-"CC brought the excitement,
struck out the side in the ninth
inntrig." said Bill Halt. who
scored the winning run. "We
wanted to go out and give him
a win in the ninth inning. So
we had the excitement, we had
the momentum. It's a great
way to end the first half and,
hopefully. it continues on Friday."
Sabathia went deep off Reds
tarter Homer Bailey in the
third, his third career home
ilun and second this season.
Sabathia became the first pitcher to hit home runs in both
Ikagues in one season since
Earl Wilson did it in 1970 for
Detroit and San Diego, according to the Elias Sports Bureau.
In other NI games, it was:
Houston 5, Washington 0; St.
Louis II, Pittsburgh 6; Phiiadelpliia 6, Arizona 3; San Francisco 4. Chicago Cubs 2; Atlanta
12, San Diego 3: L.A. Dodgers
9. Florida- I, and N.Y. Mets
7'. Colorado 0.
: After allowing run-scoring
sacrifice flies to David Ross
in the second and Adam Dunn
in the third, Sabathia (2-0) shut
down Cincinnati. striking out
dine batters, all from the fourth
inning on. He struck out the
side in the ninth.
"I kept us in the game, got
out of some jams and pounded the strike zone after that,"
Sabathia said. "I just try to go
out and help the team win."
The Brewzrs head into the
All-Star break in third place
in the NI Central. five games
behind Chicago.

AP Sports Writer
JOLIET, Ill. (AP) — The
only place Kyle Busch got
stuck was in the infield grass,
his tires spinning as he celebrated is seventh — and perhaps most impressive — victory of the season in NASCAR's
Sprint Cup Series.
After Busch led most of
Saturday
night's race at
Chicagoland Speedway, twotime defending champiou Jimmie Johnson went by him on
the 251st lap.
The confident 23-year-old
Busch was nearly ready to concede. "Race over." he was heard
saying over his radio after Johnson. his former Hendrick Motorsports teammate, went in front.
But a ninth and final yellow caution flag led to a restart
with two laps remaining. And
just like that, Busch had one
last chance for his second consecutive victory.
Staying on Johnson's bumper
at the restart, he went high on
Turn 4 and back into the lead
on the next-to-lap. He then led
the most important lap of the
night, the 267th and final one.
"I really don't believe how
good things are going," said
Busch. "It's just been a phe-
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TIM STEWART / AP

Kyle Busch waves the checkered flag as he stands on his car
after winning the LifeLock.com 400 auto race at Chicagoland
Speedway in Joliet, Ill., Saturday.
nomenal year. Something just
so special."
Busch got rolling Friday
night by winning the Nationwide Series on the same track,
a much easier victory but one
that gave him a feel for the
track which hosted night racing in a major competition for
the first time.
He now has 14 victories
this season when you count all
three of NASCAR's divisions.

And he leads the Sprint Cup
Series by 262 points over second-place Dale Earnhardt. Jr.
With Busch in the No. 18
car, Joe Gibbs Racing's future
is very bright, despite the loss
of Tony Stewart next season.
Stewart announced earlier
this week that he would leave
JGR at the end of the season
to become part owner and driver with a team that will be
called Stewart-Haas Racing.

Cup and on playing courses
he thinks suit his game.
Such as TPC Deere Run.
Perry pulled ahead at 17under with a birdie on the par4 14th, and stayed ahead with
a putt to save par on the par3 16th after a terrible chip
from the fringe. After his tee
shot settled about 19 feet from
the hole, Perry overshot the
cup by 16 feet.
No problem.
Instead of a bogey, he
knocked in the putt to maintain a one-shot lead ovei
MacKenzie, but he wasn't as
fortunate when a similar scenario unfolded on 18.
His apptoach settled on the
fringe along the right side, 34
feet from the cup, and his chip
shot went across the green to
the fringe on the left side

Another chip shot for par missed
by about 6 feet. and Perry hit
a 6-foot putt for the bogey
that opened the door for Adamortis and Williamson.
On a balmy, breezy day,
Perry was erratic at times off
the tee but his good fortune
continued. The win on Sunday
gives him five top-six finishes in seven starts and a fouryear tour exemption that runs
through 2012.
Other players have been
touching him and asking what
he's been eating lately. hoping
to capture some of his magic.
The galleries have been a little larger lately, too, and the
PGA Tour even assigned him
a security guard at the course.
It's all new for Perry, who
has played more than two
decades on the Tour.
If ever there was a time for
him to win a major, this would
seem to be it given his form
and Woods' knee injury.
Of course, he's skipping the
British Open. and he's doing
that after passing on the 36hole U.S. Open qualifying the
day after his win at the Memorial.
Not that he wouldn't love
to win a major, but his major
goal at the moment is helping
the U.S. team win the Ryder
Cup at Valhalla in Louisville.
about 40 miles from his birthplace.
"It lit a fire under me," he
said.

Amencen League
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
57 40 588
Tampa Bay
55 39 585
1..2
New York
50 45 526
6
47 48 495
Toronto
9
Baltimore
45 48 484
10
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
—
54 40 574
Minnesota
53 42 558 1 12
Detroit
47 47 500
7
Kansas City
43 53 448
12
Cleveland
41 53 436
13
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
57 38 600
—
Oakland
51 44 537
6
Texas
50 46 521 712
Seattle
37 58 389
20

Sunday's Games
Detroit 4. Minnesota 2
Cleveland S. Tampa Bay 2
Toronto 4 N V Yankees I
Boston 2 Baltimore 1
Seattle 4. Kansas City 3
Texas 12 Chicago White Sox it
L A Angels 4 Oakland 3
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
Ail-Star Game at New York. 7 pm
Wedensday's Game
No games scheduled
Thursday's Game
Detroit at Baltimore 6 (15 p m

•Perry
From Page 1B
(70) and Williamson (69) were
one stroke ahead of Charlie
Wi (69), Will MacKenzie (70)
and Eric Axley (69) after 72
holes.
Williamson earned an invitation to the British Open and.
unlike Perry, accepted it.
"To play the British Open,
I don't think that has quite
sunk in yet." Williamson said.
"I am blinded by the playoff.
To go play the British Open.
I mean, I never thought that
would happen to me."
Now second behind Tiger
Woods in the FedEx Cup standings, Perry might have been a
threat there had he not decided to honor a commitment to
play in the U.S. Bank Championship in Milwaukee instead.
He's focusing on the Ryder

FlS2

The Hardest Part Of Taking Out A I
Home Equity Line Of Credit
Is Deciding What To Do With It!

Naticnai League
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
_
Philadelphia
52 44 542
New York
1.2
51 44 537
Florida
50 45 526 1 1/2.
Atlanta
45 50 474 6 1'2'
Washington
18
36 60 375
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
57 38 600
—
St Louis
53 43 552 4 1/2
Milwaukee
52 43 547
5
Cincinnati
46 50 47911 12
Pittsburgh
44 50 46812 1/2
44 51 463
Houston
13
West Division
W
L Pct GIS
47 48496
Arizona
—
Los Angeles
1
46 49 484
San Francisco
40 55 421
7
Colorado
39 57 406 81.2
San Diego
It)
37 58 389

Sunday's Games
Houston 5 Washington 0
St Louis 11 Pittsburgh 6
Philadelphia 6, Arizona 3
liMwaukee 3. Cincinnati 2
San Francisco 4. Chicago Cubs 2
Atlanta 12. San Diego 3
L A Dodgers 9, Florida I
N Y Mists 7 Colorado 0
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
All-Star Game at New York 7 p.m
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
N Y Mets at Cincinnati, 6 10 p m
San Diego at St Louis. '715 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Colorado. 8.05 p.m.

•Cardinals
From Page 1B
with a lot of guys swinging
•
could have swept their final the bat well and feeling good,"
series before the All-Star break, Miles said.
The Pirates, six games under
but couldn't hold leads of 93 and 10-4 while losing 12-11 at the break, unexpectedly have
in 10 innings Saturday night one of the NL's best offenses,
despite getting a season-high but the pitching staff has been
much worse than expected with
22 hits.
The Cardinals bullpen did- a 5.13 ERA — more than a
n't let that happen again, even run per game higher than St.
after starter Joel Pineiro -- Louis' 4.08. Pittsburgh's bullpen
previously 4-0 against the gave up 12 runs in the series.
"We've kind of been limpPirates — gave up 10 hits and
ing for about 10 days now,"
six runs in 5 2-3 innings.
manager John Russell said."The
Jason Bay had a tying two
run single in the fifth, giving bullpen , has been overused.
hint seven RBIs in two games. Guys are giving what they haive
hut Russ Springer (2-0), Kyle but th0 don't have a lot left
McClellan and Ryan Franklin in the tank — and they've
combined for 3 1-3 scoreless been used a lot."
Snell had another rough outinnings. Springer retired the
only batter he faced for the ing against the Cardinals, givvictory, and McClellan pitched ing up five hits and four runs
in five innings in his second
two shutout innings.
The night before, Cardinals start since coming off the DL.
relievers gave up eight runs over
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY
the final four innings.
Terry Butler
"It was important we put
Ave- ter4)
that game last night behind
us.- La Russa said. "We came
7r':5re-,I.ovkayoltrauo,”.sv,
cdortektlis fp!.
out and showed everybody.
401 Mi.it.• 753 51142
look, you beat us last night
and we're going to try to beat
W,radio
you today."
TODAY
St. LOUlli is 53-43 at the
CYCLING
break, the NL's second-best
6 a.m.
VERSUS — Tour de France, stage 10.
record. The Cardinals trail
Pau to Hautacam France
Chicago by 4 1/2 games in
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
the NI Central.
7 p.m.
ESPN — Exhibition, Horse Run Derby,
"It's good to go into the break
at New York

Hear Today...Save Today!
Whatever your plans, there's no easier way to get the money
you need than with a Home Equity Line of Credit from
Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co.

0% APR*
FOR 40 DAYS*

4.50% APR*
CURRENTLY 30% BELOW PRIME*
ADJUSTED ANNUALLY OR DAILY*

I

Open Fit Behind the Ear
Reg. $2.000 Sale Price 1,395

Power Digital Behind the Ear
Reg. $1,600 Sale Price $895

Custom Digital In the Ear

BANK.OF-CADIZ•,.
:Si:TRUST:CO. -

Reg $1,095 Sale Price $695

Free Hearing Test with This Coupon - Offer Expires 7/31/08
All hearing aids sold on a 30 Day Trial Purchase

We Make it Simple!
630 North 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-4852

STONE-LANG CO.

vv1‘.bankofcadiz.com
Member

FDI('

Professionals Available For You!
Call Today — 270-753-8055 or Call Toll Free 1-800-949-5728

C:t

11,trodUCIOni Annuai Percentage Rate (APR) is 0% tor 90 days from the date of closing Upon expiation of the introductory
,ate period the APR will vary at 50', below Prime interest rate with the option to adjust annually or daily as published in trip
Wall Street Journal The Prime interest rate as of 5/1,08 is 500% The Annus( Percentage Rate (APR)can never excee
, •
Offer ta effective tor new HELOC applications through July 31. 2000 Otter is subfect to normal credit approval Ownerproperly only Properly insurance required Offer is subject to change without Nato')

HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street• Murray, KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murray ledger corn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the tobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you.
DO you love working
with idds?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
foi. you! Full time arid
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPERIENCED
Sheetrnetal
Mechanics needed for
local HVAC company.
Tools
required. Salary based
on experience.
Company beneMs and
retirement package
Send resume or pick
application
up
at
Randy Thornton Co.,
inc. 802 Chestnut
Street Murray, KY. No
phone calls please
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
Only. positively.
GROWING manufacturing company seeks
outgoing, reliable, well
organized individuals
to assist our expanding
client base. 3 Full and
part time Sales and
Service,
Customer
available
positions
Mon-Fri Please send
resume to PO Box 88.
Murray, KY 42071.
Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting reglatratIon for
which
class
the
begins Sept. 6, 2006.
You will be trained on
Saturdays
11
for
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a ewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms.
website
our
visit
www.bohledental.co
m or call our office
Dr Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited,
MURRAY Real Estate
licensing class.
July 31- August 30
Preregister
2-4pm
Chamber
of
'Commerce 270-223E-mail
0789
Cleloiseadams yahoo
COM

Lail
Nodes
Murray No, 2 Water District

RETIRED

Statement of Income & Expenses
Year Ending December 31, 2097

NOT

Operating

Income -

Metered Sales
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Complete Formal Wear Headquarter,

INSURANCE

EXPIRED
Limousines & Vane

Operating Expenses
Water Purchased
Matertala & Supplies
Outside Services
Insurance
Miscellaneous
Reg Comma, Fee
Water Tenure
Depreciation
Tbtal Operating Expense

$28,569.60
82,510 05
810504 80
$2,245.10
$2,612 01
$79.30
8615.00
87,168e9
$6430395

Kentucky and I need that one person who can
make a difference. This long established busi-

Income From Operations .
Other Income- Interest

- 1,49904
+ 32,56

would we to get back into the game without the
daily stress and live a good lifestyle and receive
an income in excess of $60K a year.

Income After Income
Total New Plant Value Added
Tx Destruct. .
.

- 1,46646
* 435,00 00

‘.454

Immediate Opening

852,804 91

I am searching for an expenenced Sales
Manager who can hire and train several salespeople I have a beautiful business in Murray,
Al Osmium Timmwtaws • Airport Samoa • lartdied Drina,

ness needs a good leader and a positive role
model If you are retirees but not expired and

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay 81.024 on Part A, $135 on
Part B Call me for more information
FRU HELP IN CLADI FILING MR MY CLLINTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

Call Charlie for a confidential
Interview at 270-554-4620

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Per-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

Water Rates Min Fell
Next 8,500 Gal
Next 40,000
All Over SO 000

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM

$646
$3 44 - M
14
M
82
$1 84 M

Commissioners
Marty Futrell - 405 S 4th St
Nancy Futrell • 405 S 4th St
Sam Horn.- 201 New Providence Rd.
Murray, KY 42071 • 753-8061

INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETMVE RATES

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

Bnuhaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for LPN's We also offer an excellent benefit
package Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Binthaven of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

All operations are available at 753-8061

r e lf WI
ACTIVITY DIRECTOR- Full time position. Must
enjoy working with the elderly. Must have good
organizational and computer skills. Friendly and
able to work with a variety of groups and
individuals. Prefer certified activity director but
will train the right person. Apply in person to
Fern Terrace1 SOS_Stadium View MurrayKY

Reduce Your Taxes
A 501C3 Christian

Ministnes

looking for a tax deductible donation of

Position Requirements:
We require a person to be mechanically inclined but
with a thorough knowledge ot troubleshooting electrical distribution systems Day to (la!, demands
change front conducting preventive maintenance.
fixing a forklift to repairing a conveyor system needed for production. Our mechanics are instrumental in
the success of our operation. and are invoked continuously with the plant leadership to ensure a smooth
operation and maximize uptirne within the facility

ministry in the Murray Calloway Co.
area. Please contact Rey. Michael
Richardson at 270-293-5687.

060
Heg %Wald

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center has a
full-time Registered
Nurse position available for 7pm-7am shift
in the New Beginnings
Birthing Center. Duties
to include care of newborns, labor and delivery and post-partum
patients. JPMC offers
an excellent benefit
package, competitive
salary with premium
shift and weekend differentials.
Also available is a
full-time days housekeeping position
Duties to include waxing/buffing floors and
some heavy lifting
Interested candidates
should send resumes
to
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Ann Human
Resources
Department
1099 Medical Center
Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky
42066
(Fax 270-251-4443)
EOE MN/F/D
KFC
now
hiring
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205 N. 12th St.
MAJOR TRANSITS,
MURRAY, KY. TAKING
applications for OTR
drivers 270-761-3912
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drlye-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone cats

JOG.
OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL
Calloway C,csinty Propene or
Money has Sr. opennp to4
an Offoos Manapar ar0 a
Dental pos.1410 Mon nave
a good attitude ant °aloe
work raw-once Tho bast
tob you oral roar hay. yrta
exceaora pay and tatneflis
Please call 1270)753-7485
or 1-800-874-4427
oat 14.2 or WIWI
ominviyck Capps con

PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional
journeymen painters_
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer

.111,14.1411

PURCHASE
Ford
Lincoln & Mercury is
now taking applications for dedicated,
hard working service
technicians who want a
career in the automotive
business.
Experience preferred,
but will train the right
individua I. Excellent
wages and benefit
package. Apply in person gam-4pm, MonFri. HWY 45 North,
See Dan Smith,

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270- 753-9006
If you would like a
weekly house cleaningeeferences are
available, please call
me (270)767-1636

SONY Fiat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
Panel TV's, All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
12701753-7567.

• Electro-Mechanical troubleshooting skills
• PLC diagnostic and troubleshooting experience
• Sense cf urgency a MUST
• Ability to work overtime
• Able to work day and or night shift
• MUST have basic set of tools
• Welding Experience
• Bobcat repair a plus
• Spanish Language skills a plus
Apply direct at Applegate Insulation
1925 State Route 1241 N.
Hickory, KY 42051

. LARGE
SELECTION:
USED evertiapic
WARD ELKINS ,

(270) 7591713

Aitken
For Sale
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Want 10 Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

1963 Davis burnished
cherry bedroom suit,
nice, $2.500
7054800.

0111 .1d

18 gallons of
decking
Redwood color.
gallon Will sell
seperate
270-970-3616

Cabot
stain
$18 a
all or

FRESH
vegetables
Friday & Saturday,
12:00-6:00. At 4-way
stop in Hardin ix call
227-2182
STRAW for sale
293-1924

POWER chair $3.000
video eye $1,500, lift
chair $300. Ng rot top
desk $800. 436-2392

GAS BUSTER
SCOOTERS
50 CC $900
(423) 593-9399

BABY Grand Piano
black, like new, moving
must sell. 52.750.
(270)984-8571
Wells Homes For Sate
1992 Buccaneer
6x72, 2BR, 2Bath,
gas heat, good condiion. $8.500. (270)7534063(270)978-0875
2000 Fairmont 16x80,
3BR, 2 Bath, 2x6
walls, extra nice
(270)489-2525

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Ter,
v Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

2000
Fleetwood,
Dblvecie mobile home.
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
28x52, 3 BR, 2 BA,
good
condition. 2
decks included, must
be moved. $29,500
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
obo. Call 270-978Central Heat and Air
5753 or 270-293-4394.
Accepting Applications
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m._6
available, you can
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
°
qualify for SO down
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL 731-54149429.
For Rant I
Fee Rite 1

270-753-8556
TDD 1.800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Tenant
FAMILY relocating to
Murray wants to rent
ix rent to own nice 34B0, 28A home near
Murray High School,
Call Tim: 270-4374203

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services availabie
Cal 761-7355
ewe icaseuressuitycom

Wanted to lease or lease to own: Nice home
outside of city limits, on at least 1 acre
(preferably more), with3ebedrooms, 2+taths,
1700esq ft, and garage(s)/oulbuteding(s).
Excellent references. Call 270-293-9800 or
270-293-7511.

JOHN Deere
1211.
wheel disc, $800. 58.
3point hutch king cutter
finish mower. $650
NEW studio, furnished
seeder
draw
bar
with dryer, dishtv,
mount, pto, 1001b.,
water, trash paid. $350
$150. 12ft. fertilizer &
month, 200 deposit.
lime spreader, pull
735-4351, 519-0143.
type, excellent condition, $350. Call 4361BR Apt, some utilities
2318 or 293-0215.
paid, no pets.
$250/mo. 767-9037

'
,
. Call 759-493;
nt 75A=2150
NORDICTRACK home
gym Excellent condition Retails $1.800
assing $600 obo
293-5408

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

.

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

SCRAP
CARS

hI.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

‘..1110k • \lot

Names For Ma

land or a building to expand it's

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

;- 1,111y

is
ManttliallfSZIWIllidM

Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan

2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid. no pets,
$280/mo. 767-9037
2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
26R& 38R apartments
available. Great locabore 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

1 BR apts . low utile
ies. no pets 753-3949
3 BR 1 5 BA duplex
Crle/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9098
LARGE 38R, 2BA on
court square. Study,
laundry room, storage
room, big living room,
kitchen has new hardwood floors. Includes
all new appliances lyr
lease. Imo. deposit.
No pets. Newly constructed $975 monthly
includes
water
&
garbage pick-up. 270978-0698.
Large studio apt.
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus. newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street

$675/mo. Includes
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710

3 BR house. C/H/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt
753-1252. 753-0606,
761-3694

SUBSCRIBE

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bodroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply al Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. water
pase available now, no
pets. $260/mo.
753-5980

Room for rent In 4
bedroom apartment IP
the
new
campus
suites
Good
roo-

mates, two female, one
male. $325 per morel-,
All utilities included
Call
270-635-1202.
270-635-1261
11111L
For Rent
3 BR, 1 BA, Cil-VA
refrigerator wel, 1610
Dodson
$675,mo
Pets considered. 7591771. Available now.
3 BR. 2 BA, C/H/A,
stove,
refrigerator,
dishwasher, 2 car
garge, smoke free, no
inside pets $685 101
E Y Drive 759-0999
3BR. I .513A. totait-ins.
garage and workshop.
121 S. Lynnwood. 270753-0259. Available
August 1st.

A&F Warehc using
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

CLASSIFIEDS
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USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Staffing at 520

212 1ST ST., AL&40

mounted

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

Dryria, Pair:ark:4
Roofing. Decks. Sun Rooms,

Clothes, furniture, books, toys,

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)569-2032

liltsFor Sea
3 Br 2 Ba. 1.600 sq ft.
$53,000.
270-240-4834.
380FV2 be bock home
STORAGE and
on 7 acres in north
PROPANE
Calloway, more info at
19E Main
753-2761 293-2819 or
(270) 753-6266
wivivowners.com/WT
Cell (270) 293-4183
W7832
9 a.m - 4 e.m. M-F
3BRI2BA brick home,
2 living areas, hardKEY MINI .
wood,
intenWAREHOUSES or. newgorgeous
17k rood, 4K in
landscaping. Ake area
1850 st Rt.* I21S $125.000.
Murray. KY 42071
38R/20A fixer upper
270-75i15562
near the lake. $25,000
Large
commercall
store, fixer
upper
RENTALS
$125.000. Call Angie
MINI-STORAGE
The Lakes Raw Estate
720 S.4TH ST.
4121 S. it Cassdeas Company. 866-3549410.
10110 $2.5 MI5 HO
(270)436-2514
Ores'enter
(270) 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
-Safe & dean
-We see boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
New Fa
L_
1600 Sq Ft. 61,200 a
month 1701 St RI 121
Bypass. 1225 Sq. Ft.
$850 a month. 1625 St
At. 121 Bypass. Days
2 70 - 7 5 3 - 2 2 2 5 ,
270-759evenings
1509, cell 270-2270836.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime Icon
lion. 753-2905. 2931480
40'x48',
SHOPS
40'x40', gas heat, insulated, 12 ft walls.
Located 406 Sunbery
Circle. Murray. Call
Carlos Black 270-4362935.

keel
DOG Obedience
436-2658
puppies
SHIH'TZU
AKC, shots, worrnea,
$300-$350, 2 boys
ready now. Boys & girls
available August 3ra.
Reserve your baby
now (270)251-0310
evenings
•0(.,

L

Yard Leas

MOVING SALE
1624 Farmer Ave
Friday July 18th
Saturdey July 19th
7:00am-2:00pm
Sectional sieeper sofa
vtheciiners, washer &
oryer, 2 push lawn
mowers bar style
table & chairs. 2
bookshelves. chest of
drawers Above tome
available poor to sale.
Call (323)578-5556
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&thirsty st Law
Careeracui,Da
ati848113

761.4155g
EXCELLENT location
lees than one mile from
town. Beautifully decorated 20R, IBA mobile
lot.
gorgeous
on
Carport with storage.
All appliances and
some furnishings stay.
$35.000. Call 978for
7745
appt
position
immediate
avallabee.
I' I'M it? VII
I
I
I )1

4
2
car garage. concrete
droie. 4,000 1061 soft
aria 2600 Wing sqft.
Landon Lane
Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032.
constructior,
NEW
home, SBA, 2BA.
Laminate and tile
floors, oak cabinets,
concrete drive. In small
subdivision south of
Murray. Buy direct from
owner and save. Call
for amt.
270-293-894-4
NEW construction, 3
Br, 2 Be. gorgeous
decorator dam.county, 2400 aq ft total
293-0139.

06 PT Cruisier 4cyl
4dr, tinted wertoows
new Michelin tires.
55, 687mi $7 900
731-247-3744
02 Mitsubshr Galant,
salver, PW, PL, cruise,
cd, 4 cy1,93.000 miles.
$5,200 obo. 978-0393
SUPER CLEAN.
2001 Dodge Intrepid
4-DR, SE V-6
293-3515
Survivor
1969
Mustang. No wrecks
No rust. Great Shape
Senous offers only.
$13,500 000. Days 753-3153. Evenings
293-4076, 227-5950,
753-3507

c3"..

Pontoon boat for sale
293-0392. 759-4687
live
Craft
CHRIS
aboart houseboat. 46
ft, air, heat to 30 below
zero, insulated. Newt),
rebuilt heir merk cruise
350 engine and rebuilt
interior with washer.
dryer. $35.000. Al skip
in New Concord, KY. 1512-306-7559
WATERS Edge RV
Park & Marina. New
covered boat dock
12x28 slips. Yearly
rental. 270-436-5321
wvny.wateraedgeky.co
1989 Venture 28 ft
Pontoon boat with top
& ;Over, 115 Mercury,
p. trim & lilt, trolling
motor, depth finder,
condition
excellent
62,650 or may take
trade or best offer
(270)436-2388

tWrirl
leieWhi SE Ran Ir
r win ge Mane r trig;
tandsraprfig
Viituuming..
leaf
quitiotie
75 1814- T27

"A Better Piece To Store"

CATHY S
Waltpapenng
Painting
270- 227-6606

3 101 St RI 11.!1N.
753-8087

REDUCED,
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, wrtn trees
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp
$248,500.00 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
SMALL cabin on lake
Dr,
705 Lakeview
Resort.
Buchanan
Newly remodeled. 2 Br.
1 BA, 3 lots Owner
must sell. Call
256-609-0030

r

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

illtyclas I ATVs

Cool ride, great mpg
2000 Suziki GZ250.
7,645 moles. Excellent
dressed
condition$1,600. 270-293-6547

••••10
n•P*11,11I.

2 Orbit Full Face
WANTED: Apps. 40 Helmets. Yellow. black
*11110. 1 medium,
acres, mostly wooded.
rolling, lake or lake small, 2 clear Visors
water and 2 yellow minor tint
public
site,
Paid $150
preferably with or with- visors
out house, country each. Will sacnfice
both for $150
road frontage,
270-227-0067.
270 354-5526
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FREE ESTIMATES

N., Murray
MSU

244 Ewe Drive
4211e6

Ibele Ebtarem • ewe«
270405-1181

Mowing Tranmingr
Megtil Hauling

1

'Mitch knight
270-227-0906

1
1
1
1
•

JOE'S JOBS
GRAVEL, whle rock,
sand delivered
(270)293-1924
.1

\l

(210)01144411

.1 •%/1

• weekly & special
• locally owned/upended
7594151 • 293-2783
293-2784
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
Wedding pianist
489-2869.

um:me parersosiii
One teranstas
t27Op2!8.192-I

+ 1,44 • 12.--.144

IN, \•-.11

\I
"
\l,

Aldridge 11 McCuiston
Rooting Co
-Houses •Sieirel • Brick
Gutters .WIndoWS
-Mats Wes
• Farm Equipment
qr.( estimates

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
-Carpets •Upholstery

Our Nommen ore It
Sf,artalt=m(Ui
resbil2g=r621
UM Recker
071111111/44Orks

-Emergency Water
Removal *Quick

f2S4442-202S

Drying
Free Estimates
753-6627

Calloway
WEST
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer.
Backhoe work, Septic
systems. Top soil and
Gravel for sale, delivered. 270-210-3781,
270-559-2032

NEED a metal roof
installed/ Call Damn at
270-752-0414

RETIRED nurse will
care for sick or elderly.
759-1154.
'RENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

illeylleid, IT

111114111,Th
ff.KW
/70 ria• repair
270)7.59-4693
Colima
Free to good home 2
year old white male
boxer Call 227-1413

Find out what's!
happening tI
this summer... I
suoscrIbe to ttwb

,1 LEDGER &TIMES
ii Howse Delivery'
Local Mail
i 3sio.
3
ree.
6 ow
free.
I yr
1 yr.-so
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e•scvritgl
u•st
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(Aryls,
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The quality of your daily life is
up for grabs. Change your work
or daily pattern if you want. This
type of attitude could prevent
you from feeling bored with
your life. Exercise and diet are
cntical to your well-being. Life
produces a lot of stress, and
through walking or yoga, you
won't feel the strain as much. If
you are single, by 2009 you
could meet someone in your
daily travels. If you are attached,
consider taking up a new hobby
that would allow the two of you
to be together more often.
SAGITTARIUS always is willing to pitch in.
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hymnodies war

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Tuesday, July 15, 2008:

between
Detach.

I

%MAY

I

Neresceso

Tonight:

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** A partner doesn't waver.
A surprise buys you some
space. Conversations clear the
air and mobilize your associates'
or friends' energy. Teamwork
your
Don't risk
succeeds
finances. Tonight: Togetherness
needs to be the theme

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might want

to
rethink a decision. Others want

to dominate and will continue to
do so no matter what you do or
say. Open up to new possibilities
through a brainstorming session
You don't rioted to put someone
down. Tonight: Go along with a
suggest:me.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Focus on your daily life.
Let go of what doesn't feel in
sync. Once you make a space
for it, something better will
march in. You might decide to
take a yoga class or do something different. Tonight: Easy
does it.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your playfulness
sometimes is misread. Do be
specific and clarify if you get a
sense that someone isn't getting
it. You know what works. Now go
off and do just that. You'll gain,
and so wit! others. Open up
talks. Brainstorm. Risk. Be imaginative. Tonight: Kick up your
heels.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** If you can stay close to
home and center yourself, you
will be a lot happier. Know when
to pull back and avoid a problematic situation. Understand
what you want, and be willing to
ask for it too. Avoid walking into
a touchy situation. Tonight: Be a
couch potato.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You have a way of stating your case and moving a situation along. You could be a bit
taken aback by events and what
is going on. You might be holding
your anger in, causing yourself a
problem. Tonight: Visit over dinner
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
*** Be careful how much you
reveal, especially financially. You
could feel slightly out ot sync

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience
Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs &

-0)-11-;(11
-:
753-13.3'

Specialising in Ceramic and
Commercial Tile

.

Lawn Servile'

4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I-Difficult

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SER1nCE I PARTS

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service
'A Gem Flier lbilleds on Tee

7594555

tOUIP
'MERE 613H

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions.
decks, home & mobile
home repair water &
termite damage. tile P.
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353

Nome 753438
11.3431114

I

5x10 to 10x30
Brand New Buildings Completed
Across From National Guard Armory

1465 State Route 121
3 Minutes From

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

753-9562

Free

Estimates:\
,c

24/7 Self Storage

.1

, Yeti& A, D

Licensed Irc Insured
All jobs - big or small

• Weirs
•Workpiartaillp
Gueireriterid

Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Boggoss Self Storage

rilavr "1-4
1,1W--zstr. 5....... !
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
itiverfttiel
**** Trying to keep the lid on
7,534916,
tALL
ifezdts.
I
several evolving situations could
be difficult, but it is doable. A verNt44".tisalings I
Electric
Hill
bal exchange could deliver much
284.1172
Since 1986
more information than what you
24 Noun saiwica think
you are hearing. Read
Res., Corn., & Ind.

REDUCED to sell2 homes and ground central-air- wheel chair
accessible- many
extras. etc Phone
(270)435-2659
(770)293-7182

Screen

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007.

appliances, ect.

2001 Ford Ranger XLT
60,000 MI, V-6, good
condition, fully loaded.
$7,000. (270)227-5421

WATERS Edge RV
Park & Marina. Annual
RV sites on the lake
with YFI and cable.
Park model cottage on
the lake for sale 270436-5321
wwwwatersedgeky.co

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
16 YOINV Exportottc:o
A • Tear-Olts
4-4400010
• NOW news

FREE
Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured Estimates

7:00

ewe*

JONES ROOFING CO,

Calhoon Construction,Lic

3 FAMILY YARD SALE

(01 753-5606

nt-o'%-t

neeOland

Ids

Call Today For An Appointment
(270)753-6749
I_

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.westaidevet.nom

Cats

FInvomi Nerntv.,

AMA
Itorellowoo
*WI
As660(6.t

Deal with someone directly and
with care. A friend pushes hard.
Could this person be vested in
you doing something his or her
way? Tonight: Your treat.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You sparkle and feel
up to nearly any challenge. The
problem remains that you might
not be able to anticipate some of
the hassles. Trust that there is
something better around the corner. Avoid challenging others.
Tonight Get ready to reverse
gears.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Step back Trust that
someone will step up to the
plate. You might not like everything you hear, but this too will
pass. Think outside the box.
You'll find answers out of the
blue if you let go of ngid thinking.
You are on top of your game.
Tonight New vistas.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your friends stand

behind you. This type of support
can mean much more than you
realize. Be open to possibilities.
Go for what you realty want in
your heart. Don't let someone
bully you or make you back
down. Tonight. Where you want
to be.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Step up to the plate. You
make a big difference when you
assume the role of leader. If
someone is very critical, let it be.
He or she might be unusually
insecure. Go with the flow in different situations. Be open and
caring. Tonight: Could be late!

BORN TODAY
Writer Iris Murdoch (1919),
author Clement Moore (1779),
painter Rembrandt (1606)

Jacquoline Blgar is on the
Internet at http://wwW.jacquelineblgarcom.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

Don't Renew That CD!
Consider the following interest rate
on the JNO> MAX XLs"annuity.

5.35%
(as of 06/19/08 and subject to (mange)
•No tax on interest until withdrawn
-Minimum interest rate guarantees
• No front-end loads or annual fees
• Guaranteed retirement income option
Call your representative today!

JOHN McCONNELL
270-753-4199
• This ate applies to the 1-Year Interest Rate Guaranteed Period (minimum
guarantied inaseast rats Is 3.00%). Contract form number A610A 10199 May rot
be ass table in at states and state variations may apply Annikfies have irrntlationa
and restrictions including withdrawal charges For rXrSts and complete details
please contact your representative Tax deferral offers no additional value tt an
annuity n used to tuncl a qualified plan such as a 401(k) or IRA and may nor be
available it the annuity is owned by a 'non-natural person" such as a corporeton
certain types of trusts If the sum of vrthdrawals in a given contract year exceeds
15% of the accumulated value, the total amount withdrawn that contract year eall be
eut4eoi SO withdrawal charges Withdrawals are subject to a 5-year declining
",1%(subsequent premium
withdrawal charge schedule: 0%, 5%, 4.4.
may be restricted In porno states) and an excess Interest adjustment. Please
remember that a JNL fixed annuity is ntendad to be a long-tern retirement vehicle
An smutty's earnings are taxable as ordinary income when withdrawn and if taken
before age 59 . may be subiect to a !0% federal tax penalty Guarantees are
backed by the claims-paying ability ol Jkl1 and are not guaranteed by the SOW o.
any other government agency

Home Office Lansing, Michga, www jni corn
0.00,'saillSA

_

